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Abstract

Numerous studies to date have contributed to a paradigm shift in modeling cancer, moving from 

the traditional two-dimensional culture system to three-dimensional (3D) culture systems for 

cancer cell culture. This led to the inception of tumor engineering, which has undergone rapid 

advances over the years. In line with the recognition that tumors are not merely masses of 

proliferating cancer cells but rather, highly complex tissues consisting of a dynamic extracellular 

matrix together with stromal, immune and endothelial cells, significant efforts have been made to 

better recapitulate the tumor microenvironment in 3D. These approaches include the development 

of engineered matrices and co-cultures to replicate the complexity of tumor-stroma interactions in 
vitro. However, the tumor engineering and cancer biology fields have traditionally relied heavily 

on the use of cancer cell lines as a cell source in tumor modeling. While cancer cell lines have 

contributed to a wealth of knowledge in cancer biology, the use of this cell source is increasingly 

perceived as a major contributing factor to the dismal failure rate of oncology drugs in drug 

development. Backing this notion is the increasing evidence that tumors possess intrinsic 

heterogeneity, which predominantly homogeneous cancer cell lines poorly reflect. Tumor 

heterogeneity contributes to therapeutic resistance in patients. To overcome this limitation, cancer 

cell lines are beginning to be replaced by primary tumor cell sources, in the form of patient-

derived xenografts and organoids cultures. Moving forward, we propose that further advances in 

tumor engineering would require that tumor heterogeneity (tumor variants) be taken into 

consideration together with tumor complexity (tumor-stroma interactions). In this review, we 

provide a comprehensive overview of what has been achieved in recapitulating tumor complexity, 
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and discuss the importance of incorporating tumor heterogeneity into 3D in vitro tumor models. 

This work carves out the roadmap for 3D tumor engineering and highlights some of the challenges 

that need to be addressed as we move forward into the next chapter.

1. INTRODUCTION

Oncology drug development remains challenging despite intense efforts by researchers and 

the pharmaceutical industry, with only 7.5% of drugs tested in Phase 1 clinical development 

eventually obtaining approval [1]. This begs us to ask why clinical trials in oncology are 

burdened with such high failure rates. Factors responsible for this have been suggested, 

including the inherent complexity of cancer, problems with clinical trial design (that is, trials 

are not driven by predictive biomarker hypothesis), and lastly, the use of standard preclinical 

models poorly representative of tumors in patients [2, 3]. Evolving from the initial greatly 

simplified assumption that a tumor is merely a mass of transformed, proliferating cancer 

cells, it is now widely accepted that there exists an evolving, three-dimensional (3D) 

network of stromal, immune and endothelial cells within a dynamic extracellular matrix 

(ECM) that supports and mediates tumor therapeutic sensitivity and resistance [4]. 

Considering this tumor-stroma complexity of solid tumors, it is logical to postulate that the 

traditional monolayer model on tissue culture plastic has inherent limitations in mimicking 

aspects of the in vivo tumor microenvironment and hence, drug response. Indeed, over the 

past decade, there has been a paradigm shift towards the development and use of 3D in vitro 
tumor models to better recapitulate the tumor microenvironment context that governs tumor 

behavior [5–7]. A growing number of technologies have been developed to model various 

complex aspects of the tumor microenvironment. These 3D systems range from simple, 

freely floating spheroids to more sophisticated engineered systems based on naturally-

derived or synthetic scaffolds. A hope is to endow spatiotemporal control over cell-cell and 

cell-ECM interactions in a more physiologically relevant 3D context that will provide a 

more accurate preclinical model.

Besides context, the success of preclinical tumor modeling fundamentally depends on using 

patient-representative cancer cell sources. Since the development of the US National Cancer 

Institute-60 (NCI-60) anticancer drug screen in the late 1980s, cancer cell lines have become 

standard preliminary screens in the preclinical drug discovery and development process [8]. 

Although cancer cell lines grown as monolayers have contributed to a valuable repertoire of 

knowledge in cancer biology over the decades, the use of this cell source to represent patient 

tumors has been perceived increasingly as a major contributing factor to the dismal failure 

rate of anti-cancer drugs after they move from preclinical model to human trials [9, 10]. 

Underlying this notion is the increasing acceptance that cell lines, as a result of adaptation to 

artificial in vitro culture conditions, poorly retain the intrinsic heterogeneity and phenotypic 

signature of the original tumor from which they were derived [11]. It is now recognized that 

individual tumors are not masses of identical cells but rather mixtures of co-existing 

phenotypically and genotypically distinct cell populations able to demonstrate enormous 

plasticity. Such clonal diversity (tumor heterogeneity), contributes to drug resistance and 

disease progression [12], similar to that which occurs in bacterial populations that acquire 

drug resistance. Indeed, after more than 25 years of heavy use in cancer research, the 
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NCI-60 panel was very recently suspended as the gold standard in favor of patient-derived 

xenograft (PDX) models as a radical transformative push for cancer cell sources that more 

closely preserve the heterogeneity in individual patient tumors [13]. PDX models are 

generated by engrafting and expanding primary tumor fragments or cells in 

immunocompromised rodent hosts. Empirical studies have determined that PDX models 

largely recapitulate key characteristics of the original tumor - including histopathological, 

biological and genetic features - better than traditional cell line-based xenograft models 

(reviewed in Hidalgo et al. [14]). PDX models may be created from treatment naïve patient 

specimens, or from tumor specimens from patients with drug resistant, aggressive disease. In 

a parallel bid to address the limitations of cancer cell lines as cell sources for cancer 

research, technological advances in growing adult stem cells of several benign epithelial 

lineages in a matrix with specialized media (termed ‘organoid’ culture) were recently 

leveraged to successfully grow patient-derived organoid (PDO) cultures of pancreatic, 

prostate and colorectal cancers in vitro [15–17]. PDO cultures also have been shown, at least 

for colorectal cancer, to recapitulate the clonal heterogeneity of the original patient tumor 

[17].

Although great strides have been made in engineering the complex 3D tumor 

microenvironment in vitro, similar steps now must be made towards incorporating tumor 

heterogeneity. Moving past 3D versus 2D comparisons in tumor modeling in vitro, with 

these new cell sources (PDX models and PDO cultures), we are in an exciting position to 

model and understand cancer in an unprecedented fashion. This review aims first to 

summarize the importance of modeling tumor-microenvironment interactions, then to 

highlight the advances in engineering such complexity in vitro in 3D models. We next will 

discuss the concept of tumor heterogeneity, which is currently lacking in most 3D tumor 

models, and finally outline the challenges and opportunities ahead in embracing primary cell 

sources. We believe that the incorporation of both tumor microenvironment complexity and 
tumor heterogeneity into 3D tumor models (Figure 1) will ultimately enable us to address 

the mammoth challenge of recapitulating cancer in vitro for both therapeutic drug 

development and mechanistic studies.

2. Modeling the Complex Tumor Microenvironment in 3D

Originally proposed in 2000 by Hanahan and Weinburg [18], and modified in 2011 [19], 

eight hallmark capabilities are acquired by cancer cells during tumor progression from the 

normal to neoplastic state; they are: sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth 

suppressors, resisting cell death, enabling replicative immortality, inducing angiogenesis, 

activating invasion and metastasis, reprogramming of energy metabolism and evading 

immune destruction. Additionally underscored, was that the acquisition of these hallmark 

capabilities relied on heterotypic interactions between the cancer cell and multiple distinct 

non-malignant cell types in the tumor microenvironment [18]. Indeed, transformed tumor 

cells can initiate and orchestrate critical changes in the surrounding stroma from a 

prohibitive to supportive environment for tumor progression [4]. These changes include 

recruitment of cancer-associated fibroblasts, immune cell infiltration, ECM remodeling and 

establishment of tumor vascular networks [4]. Together, these culminate in the establishment 

of tumor-stroma interactions that modulate tumor sensitivity - conferring resistance or 
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synthetic lethality - depending on the class of therapeutics and the microenvironmental 

context [20]. An increased proportion of stroma relative to tumor content has been 

associated with tumor progression and decreased patient survival for a number of solid 

cancers, including colorectal cancer [21], pancreatic cancer [22] and prostate cancer [23]. As 

such, cell-autonomous tumor models have limited relevance in accurately modeling the 

disease and predicting drug response. In this next section, we will briefly detail components 

of the tumor microenvironment, and then discuss advances that have been made in 

recapitulating these components in engineered 3D in vitro tumor models.

2.1. The Tumor Microenvironment Shapes Tumor Progression and Therapeutic Response

2.1.1 The ECM of the Tumor Microenvironment—In normal homeostatic tissues, the 

ECM is a spatially defined 3D network of macromolecules composed of subsets of 

collagens, proteoglycans/glycosaminoglycans such as perlecan/HSPG2, elastin, fibronectin, 

laminin and other glycoproteins, with diverse physical, mechanical and biochemical 

functions associated with its composition [24–26]. Through binding to cell surface receptors, 

components of the ECM serve as ligands to regulate cellular functions such as survival, 

growth, migration and differentiation [25]. Additionally, the ECM sequesters growth factors, 

serving as a reservoir for biologically active molecules that can be released upon enzymatic 

trigger to influence epithelial cell proliferation and migration, and provides mechanical 

stability to tissue borders [26, 27]. Remodeling enzymes such as matrix metalloproteinases 

(MMPs) continuously modulate the amount, composition and topography of the dynamic 

ECM structure. Dysregulation of ECM dynamics, as is seen in the excessive ECM 

production and deposition of fibrosis, can increase the risk of cancer [27]. Malignant tumors, 

likened to wounds that never heal, typically develop at sites of chronic injury [28, 29]. In the 

presence of underlying tissue inflammation, stromal fibroblasts are activated and induced to 

transdifferentiate into myofibroblasts, which synthesize copious quantities of collagen and 

other ECM components, giving rise to the ‘desmoplastic reaction’ [30, 31]. Accompanying 

the deposition of collagen is an increase in lysyl oxidase activity, which crosslinks these 

fibers, thereby stiffening the ECM and enhancing focal adhesion assembly and signaling 

[32]. Moreover, tumor cells and myofibroblasts also secrete MMPs that not only degrade 

ECM to nullify its function as a physical barrier, but also generate ECM fragments that 

activate latent secreted growth factors that promote tumor survival and invasion [32, 33].

In addition to its integral role in tumor progression, the tumor-associated ECM also 

modulates the cancer cell response to drug treatment [34] by acting as a physical barrier to 

drugs [35]. For example, the accumulation of hyaluronan – a major glycosaminoglycan in 

the ECM linked to multidrug resistance and tumor progression – around tumor cells has 

been reported to protect malignant cells from immune cell surveillance as well as physically 

restrict the access of antibodies, hence contributing to resistance against monoclonal 

antibody-derived therapeutics [36]. Direct adhesive interactions between cancer cells and 

ECM also have been reported to confer drug resistance, a phenomenon termed cell-adhesion 

mediated drug resistance (CAM-DR). Binding to hyaluronan promotes multidrug resistance 

gene 1 expression, cytoskeletal protein-drug fluxes and chemoresistance in tumor cells [37, 

38]. Integrin binding to ECM components such as collagen, fibronectin and laminin also 

confers protection against apoptosis-inducing agents [39]. Given the importance of the ECM 
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in cancer cell survival and drug resistance, several ECM-targeting approaches have been 

developed, ranging from inhibition of specific integrin interactions and activity of MMPs to 

the synthesis/degradation of ECM, as reviewed in Holle et al [35]. In summary, because the 

biochemical and physical features of the ECM in the tumor microenvironment modulate the 

cancer cell fate, favor proression and trigger therapeutic resistance, ECM should be 

incorporated into 3D in vitro models if accurate preclinical testing of new therapeutics is to 

become standard.

2.1.2. Cancer-Associated Fibroblasts—Activated during the normal wound healing 

process, resident fibroblasts differentiate into myofibroblasts to stimulate angiogenesis, 

increase ECM production and physically contract the wound [40, 41]. The presence of these 

myofibroblasts in chronic inflammation can result in pathological tissue fibrosis, such as in 

the case of the liver and pancreas, and increase the risk of cancer [42]. Myofibroblasts are 

not only present at sites of injury, but are also a prominent component of stromal fibroblasts 

in tumors; these stromal fibroblasts (consisting of myofibroblasts and fibroblasts) are 

specifically termed cancer-associated fibroblasts or CAFs [43]. Abundant in the reactive 

tumor stroma of many epithelial cancers, CAFs serve to promote cancer cell survival, 

angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis [44]. Besides originating within the tissue itself, CAFs 

also have been proposed to originate from endothelial cells, bone marrow-derived progenitor 

cells, and even cancer cells that have undergone EMT [44]. As such, CAFs have 

heterogeneous phenotypes and functions [44]. Primarily, they secrete multiple soluble 

factors such as stromal-derived factor 1 (SDF-1), transforming growth factor β (TGF-β), 

and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) in their paracrine interaction with cancer cells to 

promote tumorigenesis [44]. Orimo et al. showed that CAF-derived SDF-1 not only 

enhanced tumor growth in breast carcinoma cells by direct paracrine stimulation via the 

CXCR4 receptor, but also recruited endothelial progenitor cells into the tumor mass, 

augmenting tumor angiogenesis [45]. Another major contribution of CAFs to the tumor 

microenvironment is their production of ECM components and proteolytic enzymes that 

result in extensive ECM remodeling [31]. Through force-mediated and protease-mediated 

matrix remodeling, it has been shown that fibroblasts generate tracks in the tumor matrix 

that lead the collective migration of cancer cells [46].

In addition to tumorigenesis, CAFs also contribute to the acquisition of therapeutic 

resistance via ligand-dependent activation of receptor tyrosine kinases [4]. It recently was 

shown that fibroblast-derived HGF could rescue BRAF-mutant melanoma cells from RAF 

inhibition through increased phosphorylation of the HGF receptor, MET, and reactivation of 

the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinase 

(PI(3)K)-AKT signalling pathways. Based on the understanding that CAFs play a tumor-

supporting role, Mertens et al. demonstrated that the selective killing of CAFs in a 

cholangiocarcinoma model suppressed tumor outgrowth and improved host survival [47]. 

These examples underscore the protective role that CAFs play in the tumor 

microenvironment. Hence, co-targeting tumor and CAFs may be an effective means to 

improve drug response.
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2.1.3. Vascular Endothelial Cells and Pericytes—Blood vessels typically function as 

conduits to enable the exchange of oxygen, nutrients and waste as well as immune cells 

between the circulatory system and tissues in the body [48]. However, in tumorigenesis, 

cancer cells co-opt host vessels and induce the formation of structurally and functionally 

abnormal vessels either via angiogenesis or vasculogenesis [49]. These vessels are leaky, 

branch and connect to one another randomly in a network, and have uneven lumen size. 

Because of this structural leakiness, interstitial pressure within the tumor increases and 

blood flow is impaired [48]. With reduced perfusion, oxygenation and nutrient delivery to 

the cancer cells is reduced, creating an environment that is hypoxic, acidic and even necrotic 

[49]. Additionally, poor perfusion hinders the delivery of tumor-targeting therapeutics and 

effector immune cells.

Oxygen-starved tumors have been correlated with poor prognosis; hypoxia-inducible factors 

(HIFs, or hypoxia-sensing proteins) produced in response to hypoxia have been reported to 

increase levels of c-MET and HGF signaling, which can increase cell motility, invasion and 

metastasis [50, 51]. Hypoxia and acidosis also contribute to angiogenesis, resistance to 

apoptosis, altered metabolism, induction of the cancer stem cell phenotype, genetic 

instability, and resistance to radiotherapy, chemotherapy and immunotherapy [52]. Based on 

the initial hypothesis that inhibition of blood vessel formation deprives tumors of nutrients 

and hence inhibits their growth, various anti-angiogenic agents have been developed and 

approved for clinical use [48]. One such example is bevacizumab, a vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF)-specific antibody, which has been approved for use with 

chemotherapy or cytokine therapy for several late-stage advanced metastatic cancers [48]. 

Contrary to this hypothesis, Jain in 2001 proposed that anti-angiogenic strategies may 

actually normalize the tumor vasculature, slow tumor progression and increase tumor 

sensitivity to chemotherapy, immunotherapy and radiation therapy [48]. It has since been 

proven both preclinically and clinically that anti-angiogenic therapy does favor tumor 

normalization, but the complex relationship between this phenomenon and tumor drug 

delivery needs to be further elucidated [53].

Pericytes reside on the exterior of vascular endothelium, stabilizing, maturing and providing 

structural support to blood vessels. As pericytes secrete VEGF, pericytes support endothelial 

cell survival and contribute to resistance against anti-angiogenic VEGF-depletion therapies 

[54]. While this indicates that the abrogation of pericytes is a viable therapeutic strategy, the 

role of pericytes in normalization of the tumor vasculature also must be considered. In the 

absence of pericytes, vascular permeability and interstitial fluid pressure increases, 

decreasing tumor perfusion [55]. Consequently, the delivery of drug therapeutics and oxygen 

is hindered in tumor cells, which promotes cancer cell metastasis [55]. Because of the 

intimate relationship between endothelial cells and pericytes, the means by which pericyte 

coverage should be modulated is an active area of current investigation.

2.1.4. Immune Cells—Proposed more than a decade ago, the cancer ‘immunoediting’ 

hypothesis predicts that the immune system paradoxically both can prevent and promote 

neoplastic disease [56]. This unifying framework that currently guides cancer immunology 

encompasses three processes: elimination, equilibrium and escape [56]. In the first phase, 

the invasively growing tumor incites an inflammatory response that recruits cells of the 
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innate immune system to the tumor site. Infiltrating lymphocytes then are stimulated to 

produce interferon-γ that elicits tumor death and angiostatic chemokines. Further tumor cell 

killing is achieved via activated macrophages and natural killer cells, as well as dendritic 

cell-induced activation of tumor-specific cytolytic T cells of the adaptive immunity arm [56]. 

Entering the equilibrium phase, the host immune system continues to contain, but not fully 

eradicate, any surviving cancer cells. During this process, a new population of tumor clones 

with different mutations that confer them with decreased immunogenicity may spawn [57]. 

The third phase of escape occurs when recalcitrant tumor cells that develop resistance to 

immune detection and/or elimination surpass the host immune defense and progressively 

expand [57].

Understanding this tight tumor-immune system interplay has important ramifications for the 

development of novel strategies in cancer immunotherapy, such as activation of innate and 

adaptive immune effector mechanisms and neutralization of immune inhibitory and 

suppressive mechanisms [58]. One such example is that based on immune checkpoint 

therapy, of which three immune checkpoint agents, ipilimumab, pembrolizumab and 

nivolumab, were recently approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. The 

tumoricidal properties of activated T cells are tightly regulated by stimulatory and inhibitory 

signals; immune checkpoint molecules serve to counteract stimulatory co-signals and 

restrain T cell responses in the tumor microenvironment. Two such immune checkpoint 

molecules are the cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) and programmed 

cell death-1 (PD-1). Because this therapy can achieve durable clinical responses and even 

long-term remissions in some patients, immune checkpoint therapy has become the newest 

of standard cancer treatment modalities, together with chemotherapy, surgery, radiation and 

targeted therapy [59]. Continued advances in our understanding of how the immune 

response is dynamically modulated in the tumor microenvironment are expected to improve 

the survival for many more cancer patients in the years to come. The ability to co-culture 

immune cells with primary cancer and stromal cells in 3D will provide another means to 

bring personalized immunotherapy one step closer to reality.

2.1.5. Adipocytes—Research into the role of adipose tissue on tumor progression is 

relatively new, primarily initiated by observations linking obesity to certain cancers (e.g. 

esophageal and endometrial). Adipocytes are typically a major cell type in the tumor 

microenvironment of some cancers such as breast and abdominally metastasizing cancers 

(e.g. ovarian and gastric) [60]. Chronic inflammation exists in obese individuals. A surplus 

of energy typically leads to an accumulation of triglycerides and hypertrophy of adipocytes, 

which upregulates the secretion of pro-inflammatory adipokines such as tumor necrosis 

factor-alpha (TNF-α), interleukin (IL)-6, IL-18, and leptin [60, 61]. This results in the 

infiltration of inflammatory cells such as lymphocytes and macrophages, which, together 

with the adipocytes, contribute to the inflammatory milieu [60].

In the presence of cancer cells, adipocytes dedifferentiate and delipidate, adopting an 

activated state in which they secrete matrix metalloproteinases and pro-inflammatory 

cytokines; these fibroblast-like adipocytes were recently identified as a new stromal 

population, coined cancer-associated adipocytes (CAA) [62, 63]. CAA not only increases 

cancer cell invasiveness, but the metabolites that they release, such as free fatty acids, are 
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thought to fuel tumor growth [60]. In one example, Gazi et al. demonstrated that lipid 

translocation occurs from adipocytes to prostate cancer cells, suggesting that adipocytes may 

further the rate of prostate cancer progression [64]. These insights warrant a better 

understanding of the role of adipocytes in the tumor microenvironment, which may generate 

new metabolic targets for cancer prevention and therapy.

2.1.6. Interstitial Flow—Progress made in dissecting and understanding the tumor 

microenvironment in 3D has well established the roles of tissue architecture, ECM and 

tumor-stroma interactions in tumor progression. The role of physical factors such as 

interstitial pressure and fluid flow on tumor progression, however, remains poorly 

understood. As an in-depth review of the role of interstitial flow in cancer is beyond the 

scope of this review, the reader is encouraged to refer to an excellent review by Munson and 

Shieh [65]. In brief, abnormal tumor-associated angiogenesis increases the influx of fluids 

into the tumor stroma. However, the lymphatic system typically is unable to effectively 

balance this increase influx of fluid, resulting in a net interstitial flow from the tumor mass 

into the surrounding tissue [65]. Interstitial flow generates shear forces that not only alter 

tumor cell proliferation [66] but also establishes extracellular gradients of invasion-

promoting proteases and cytokines [67–70]. Importantly, changes in interstitial flow also 

may alter the transport and distribution of therapeutics [65].

2.2. 3D Platforms that Mimic the Complexity of the Tumor Microenvironment

2.2.1. ECM

2.2.1.1 Natural Matrices: Some of the earliest and currently still widely employed matrices 

for cancer cell culture are that of basement membrane extracts and collagen gels. Derived 

from natural ECM, these materials inherently are able to support cancer cell-ECM 

interactions such as integrin binding, growth factor signaling, and 3D cell migration and 

invasion. Reconstituted basement membrane extracts, commonly marketed as Matrigel® or 

Cultrex®, are gelatinous protein mixtures derived from mouse sarcoma tumors and consist 

mainly of collagen type IV, perlecan and laminin, as well as a variety of different growth 

factors. Pioneered by Bissell’s group, early studies into understanding the nature of the 

extracellular microenvironment that supports normal mammary morphogenesis and 

differentiation demonstrated that normal and malignant human breast cancer cells behave 

differently when cultured in reconstituted basement membrane. While normal breast 

epithelial cells maintained a structurally and functionally differentiated phenotype, 

malignant cells did not respond to the surrounding basement membrane [7]. By blocking β1-

integrin, it was further shown that the normalization of integrins was able to revert malignant 

breast cancer cells to a normal phenotype, indicating the importance of the ECM in 

influencing malignant behavior [71]. Besides its role in cell differentiation, reconstituted 

basement membranes have since then been widely used to study different aspects of cancer 

biology including tumor growth, invasion, angiogenesis, cancer stem cell, dormancy and 

therapeutic response [72]. In one example, Yeung et al. showed that colorectal cancer cell 

lines, like other cancer cell lines, contain subpopulations of cancer stem cells that can be 

enriched through the use of an in vitro Matrigel®-based differentiation assay in conjunction 

with specific cell surface markers [73]. The identified cancer stem cells were able to self-

renew, give rise to multiple colonic lineages and initiate tumors in vivo. Given that the 
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epithelial basement membrane serves as a barrier through which tumor cells must degrade to 

invade and metastasize, reconstituted basement membrane also has been widely used in the 

Boyden chamber invasion assay to determine the invasiveness of cancer cells and to identify 

factors that stimulate or inhibit cancer cell invasion [72].

Beyond the basement membrane barrier, the tumor-associated stromal compartment 

(reactive stroma) is typically characterized by an extracellular matrix that is rich in collagen 

type I fibers [74, 75]. Type 1 collagen serves as a physical barrier against cancer cell 

invasion. As such, another commonly employed natural matrix used to culture cancer cells 

in vitro, and particularly to study cancer cell invasion, is collagen type I. Using fresh 

primary breast cancer cells, Cheung et al. leveraged 3D collagen type I hydrogels to identify 

the most invasive cancer cells in heterogeneous primary breast tumors [76]. When these 

primary breast tumors were grown as organoids in invasion-promoting collagen type 1 

hydrogels, specialized cancer cells with a basal epithelial phenotype were observed to lead 

the collective invasion front, reinforcing the important concept of tumor heterogeneity – that 

invasive behavior is determined by a specific subset of cancer cells in the primary tumor 

population. Given the correlation between aligned collagen fibers and breast tumor 

progression [77], Riching et al. generated 3D collagen gels containing aligned and randomly 

oriented fibers to elucidate the underlying mechanisms by which aligned fibers promote 

cancer cell migration. It is thought that alignment may increase matrix stiffness, thereby 

enhancing migration by means of durotactic guidance. Interestingly, it was reported that 

alignment facilitates cell migration by increasing directional persistence and limiting 

protrusions along aligned fibers, rather than increasing the speed of migrating cells. 3D 

collagen gels have also been used to elucidate the effect of matrix stiffness on cancer cell 

invasion. A landmark study by the Weaver group showed that collagen crosslinking-induced 

ECM stiffening supports the invasive phenotype by enhancing integrin signaling [78]. By 

using glutaraldehyde as a crosslinker to increase the stiffness of collagen gels independently 

from pore size or collagen concentration, Lang et al. showed that 3D invasion is dependent 

on pore size; while increased matrix stiffness promotes 3D invasion in gels with large pores 

(small steric hindrance), increased matrix stiffness hinders cell invasion in gels with small 

pores (large steric hindrance) [79]. In another interesting study, the Weaver group reported 

the development of a 3D tension bioreactor platform to facilitate studies on ECM stiffness; 

by mechanically loading collagen gels to induce gel stiffening (via collagen strain 

hardening) while maintaining composition and pore size, increasing matrix stiffness was 

also found to enhance tumor cell invasion [80].

Lastly, besides collagen and basement membrane-derived gels, the use of decellularized 

matrices to mimic the native tumor microenvironment in vitro also has been investigated 

[81–83]. Based on studies of organ reengineering for orthotopic transplantation in tissue 

engineering, it is thought that the preserved extracellular matrix and vasculature in the 

isolated matrix may provide a native environment for the growth of cancer cells. In one 

example, Moll et al. seeded decellularized porcine small intestinal submucosa with primary 

fibroblasts, microvascular endothelial cells, and a malignant peripheral nerve sheath cell line 

and cultured the resulting tumor construct under flow perfusion in a bioreactor [84]. As 

compared to traditional 2D culture, the 3D culture generated a more in vivo-like tumor tissue 

construct. A similar approach was taken by Dunne et al., who demonstrated the use of 
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decellularized adipose tissue scaffolds to mimic the microenvironment of mammary adipose 

tissue surrounding breast cancer cells [81]. In this platform, breast cancer cells exhibited 

similar growth profiles and cellular organization as compared to xenografts, and different 

drug resistance as compared to 2D-cultured cells.

2.2.1.2. Synthetic Matrices: While reconstituted basement membrane and collagen type I 

hydrogels are widely used in cancer research, the properties of these naturally derived 

matrices inherently are difficult to control and modulate, making it difficult to maintain 

reproducibility and rigor of results. To confer greater experimental control over mechanical 

and biochemical properties, semi-synthetic 3D systems have been developed; in these 

systems naturally derived materials are chemically modified or mixed with synthetic 

materials to enable tighter control over material properties. This approach has been 

employed for the generation of 3D hyaluronan-based hydrogels for cancer cell growth [85–

89]. Through its interaction with hyaluronidiases and cell surface receptors such as CD44 

and RHAMM, hyaluronan - a glycosaminoglycan that is elevated in several cancers - 

promotes tumor growth and metastasis [90, 91]. By modifying hyaluronan with 

complementary reactive groups, crosslinked hyaluronan hydrogels with controllable 

mechanical properties and pore sizes were developed [89, 92]. Mimicking the hyaluronan-

rich bone microenvironment, 3D hyaluronan hydrogels have been shown to support the 

growth and metastatic phenotype of bone metastatic prostate and renal cancer cells in culture 

[89, 92, 93]. To further simulate the biochemical complexity of the tumor microenvironment 

in vivo, proteins and peptides have been incorporated either physically or through chemical 

conjugation into hyaluronan hydrogels. In one such study, fibronectin and laminin were 

incorporated into hyaluronan hydrogels to examine the impact of the brain metastatic 

melanoma microenvironment on therapeutic response [94]. Melanoma cells cultured in the 

presence of laminin or fibronectin exhibited differential sensitivity to inhibitors of BRAF 

and ERK, underscoring the importance of contextual drug assessment.

In another approach, traditional fully synthetic materials such as polyesters poly(lactic-co-

glycolic acid) (PLGA) and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), as well as poly(ethylene glycol) 

(PEG) have been widely investigated for use in tissue engineering due to their independently 

tunable biochemical and physical properties. Indeed, these synthetic scaffolds permit the 

systematic evaluation of the effects of tumor microenvironmental components on tumor 

progression. In recent years, PEG hydrogels have been used to probe the effect of matrix 

stiffness and ECM interactions in the tumor microenvironment. As PEG hydrogels resist 

non-specific protein adsorption and hence cell adhesion [95], these materials serve as ‘blank 

slates’ upon which different ECM moieties can be incorporated and investigated [96]. One 

of the first proof-of-concept confirmations of such an approach was a study by Loessner et 

al., which investigated the effect of matrix stiffness, integrin engagement and cell-mediated 

matrix remodeling on the growth of encapsulated ovarian cancer cells [97]. Proliferation in 

3D was shown to be dependent on cell-integrin engagement and the ability of cells to 

proteolytically remodel their surrounding matrix. In another study, Gill et al. showed that 

PEG-based hydrogels modified with cell-adhesive and enzyme-degradable peptides induced 

murine lung adenocarcinoma cells to form lumenized polarized spheres, mimicking that 

observed with naturally-derived Matrigel® [96]. Additionally, controlled alterations in 
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matrix stiffness and concentration of cell-adhesion ligand were shown to influence the 

degree of lumenization and polarity as well as intra-spheroidal localization of proliferative 

and apoptotic cells. The use of PEG-based hydrogels to precisely simulate the tumor 

microenvironment in vitro has since then been demonstrated for glioblastoma [98] and 

pancreatic cancer [99]. Of mention, the Anseth group has also employed these PEG-based 

hydrogels to study tumor cell migration in 3D under controlled biochemical and physical in 
vitro conditions [100, 101]. In seeking to understand the differences in migration 

mechanisms between normal and malignant cells, the migration, morphologies, 

adhesiveness, expression of adhesion proteins and, cytoskeletal structure of malignant 

fibrosarcoma cells were compared against that of primary human dermal fibroblasts. As 

fibrosarcoma cells were found to adopt more rounded morphologies, exhibit decreased 

adhesiveness and increased directional motility as compared to dermal fibroblasts, and 

behave more similarly to melanoma cells, the authors propose that malignant cells migrate 

differently from normal cells as a result of their transformed phenotype.

The studies as described above largely have limited the exploration of biochemical cues to 

the use of integrin-binding fibronectin-derived RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) amino acid sequence 

and a mutated version of a collagen-derived MMP-sensitive sequence, as originally 

employed by Lutolf et al. in 2003 [102]. However, the ECM itself is not limited to just 

fibronectin or collagen but is in fact, a complex tissue-specific mixture of other proteins, 

carbohydrates, enzymes, lipids and signaling molecules [103]. Moving forward, with such 

tunable synthetic 3D systems available for modification, future studies would greatly benefit 

from mining other ECM-derived motifs to expand our knowledge of the impact of various 

ECM components on tumor progression and to modulate tumor behavior. As an example, we 

recently showed that enzymatic cleavage of perlecan (a large heparan sulfate proteoglycan 

that organizes the basement membrane network underlying epithelial and endothelial cells) 

by matrix metalloproteinase-7 (MMP-7, an enzyme upregulated in invasive prostate cancer 

cells) serves as a trigger for cell dispersion and invasiveness [33]. Intact perlecan maintains 

tissue borders and also harbors a reservoir of heparan sulfate-bound growth factors critical 

for the normal wound healing response [26]. In a follow-up study, we verified this enzyme-

substrate relationship in both tissue and serological prostate cancer patient specimens [104]. 

This example highlights the importance of developing spatiotemporally cell-responsive 

ECM matrices that can provide dynamic insight into tumor development. It would be 

interesting to leverage this discovery to design synthetic 3D matrices as a Matrigel® 

substitute which can be used to understand the role of epithelial tissue ECM borders as 

barriers against cancer cell invasion. Lastly, though it has not been demonstrated for cancer 

cells, we have shown that ECM-derived motifs can be used to guide spheroid formation in 
vitro. Specifically, we previously showed that 3D hepatocyte spheroids can be generated on 

the surface of 2D polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films, and tethered, by controlling the 

ratio of conjugated RGD and galactose ligands [105]. Additionally, the hepatocyte spheroid-

promoting property of galactose also has been used to generate hepatocyte spheroids within 

macroporous cellulosic sponges [106]. Such an approach may be leveraged for 

understanding the relationship between cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions in cancer cells.
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2.2.2. Co-Cultures—Besides interactions with the acellular ECM, reciprocal crosstalk 

between cancer cells with the surrounding stromal cells in the tumor microenvironment can 

profoundly influence the extent of tumor progression. In the following section, recent studies 

that probed the effect of tumor co-cultures with fibroblasts, endothelial and immune cells in 

3D engineered systems will be described.

2.2.2.1. With Fibroblasts: In the simplest of 3D culture configurations, tumor and stromal 

cells can be encapsulated with direct cell-cell contact as mixed spheroids in the absence of 

any supporting matrix. Several methods have been developed to generate spheroids in 

culture; these include the use of spinner flask culture, hanging drops, microfluidic chips and 

culture over a non-adherent surface [107]. For example, Majety et al. developed a 3D co-

culture model that allows direct cell-cell contact between pancreatic, breast or lung cancer 

cells, together with human fibroblasts or CAFs [108]. This mixed spheroid model was 

achieved by co-seeding tumor cells and fibroblasts on culture wells coated with poorly cell-

adhesive poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate). Through this study, it was shown that co-

culture induced enhanced survival and differential expression of soluble factors in a cancer 

type-specific manner. To achieve greater control over tumor composition and densities, 

Jaganathan showed that tumor-fibroblast interactions can be forged using magnetic levitation 

[109]. As opposed to the passive formation of spheroids, breast cancer cells and fibroblasts 

actively formed large-sized aggregates in less than 24 hours in the presence of a magnetic 

field, the density and composition of which were controlled by the number and type of cells 

initially seeded.

Scaffold-based approaches also have been investigated for the development of tumor-

fibroblast co-cultures, particularly to recapitulate the drug-diffusion ECM barrier in the 

tumor microenvironment. In one such study, liver carcinoma cells were mixed with liver 

stromal fibroblasts and encapsulated within collagen gels [110]. Using the anti-cancer drug 

doxorubicin, it was shown that co-cultures with stromal fibroblasts exhibited enhanced 

resistance to the drug over mono-cultures. Additionally, the surrounding collagen matrix 

also increased the resistance of the co-cultures over cancer cells alone in the absence of any 

collagen matrix. In a slightly different culture configuration, pre-formed colonic tumor 

spheroids were encapsulated in a collagen gel together with stromal fibroblasts [111]. Using 

RNA microarray analysis, it was shown that co-culture with stromal fibroblasts induced 

changes in transcript levels of genes involved in invasion, ECM remodeling, inflammation, 

and angiogenesis. However, this study was limited by the inability to identify whether the 

signaling pathway changes occurred in the tumor and/or stromal cells. Focusing specifically 

on bone, several groups have reported the development of tumor cell-bone cell co-cultures to 

engineer primary and secondary bone cancers in vitro [112–115]. For example, the 

Hutmacher group developed a tissue engineered bone construct that was used to investigate 

the interactions between prostate cancer cells and osteoblasts during prostatic bone 

metastasis [112, 113]. The engineered bone construct was fabricated by wrapping medical 

grade PCL-tricalcium phosphate with sheets of human osteoblasts. When prostate cancer 

cells were seeded directly onto the engineered bone, the resulting co-culture resulted in 

elevated levels of MMPs, steroidogenic enzymes and prostate specific antigen, 

characteristics of prostatic bone metastasis [112]. However, again, this co-culture study was 
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limited by the pooled biochemical analysis, which made it impossible to identify whether 

the changes occurred in the tumor and/or stromal compartment. This problem was 

circumvented in a later study by encapsulating the prostate cancer cells in PEG hydrogels, 

thereby enabling the spatial segregation of cancer cells from the osteoblasts for downstream 

analysis [113].

To confer greater spatial control over the organization of tumor cells with surrounding 

fibroblasts, several research groups have employed miniaturization technology, in the form 

of microfluidic chips, to create tumor-on-a-chip models [116–118]. Tissue structure is 

especially important for non-invasive forms of cancer, such as ductal carcinoma in situ 
(DCIS), where delineated boundaries between tumor and stroma still exist. Focusing on 

DCIS, Choi et al. developed a microsystem that enabled the co-culture of tumor spheroids 

together with normal mammary epithelial cells and fibroblasts in a compartmentalized 

multilayered microfluidic device [117]. In this set-up, paclitaxel was shown to exert a 

growth-inhibiting effect on the engineered DCIS lesions. In another interesting study, 

Bischel et al. developed a DCIS model with physiologically relevant 3D luminal structures 

in the presence of surrounding stromal fibroblasts [118]. Viscous finger patterning first was 

used to generate normal mammary epithelial cell-lined lumens through a collagen type I 

hydrogel. Following this, DCIS cells were added to fill the ducts to model a duct with DCIS. 

In the presence of mammary fibroblasts, DCIS cells were observed to invade into the 

surrounding stromal compartment.

2.2.2.2. With Vasculature: Although 3D models of angiogenesis and tumor development 

have been developed, co-culture models that combine both processes and allow the study of 

3D tumor angiogenesis and cancer cell-endothelial cell interactions are still scarce [119]. 

The predominant mechanism for tumor angiogenesis is thought to be sprouting 

angiogenesis, characterized by the migration, proliferation, 3D organization and tube 

formation of endothelial cells from pre-existing vessels [120]. This neo-vascularization 

process is in turn, tightly regulated by various cell types (including fibroblasts, pericytes, and 

smooth muscle cells) that secrete soluble factors and establish cell-cell interactions [121]. 

The immense complexity of this multistep process therefore has confined much of the 

characterization to animal models [121]. To address this problem, Seano et al. developed an 

ex vivo 3D assay of sprouting angiogenesis using arterial explants from human umbilical 

cords [121]. Embedding the explants in reconstituted basement membrane supported the 

outgrowth of capillary-like structures consisting of endothelial cells. Additionally, sprouting 

was observed to be sustainable in the presence of prostate cancer spheroids and in the 

absence of exogenous growth factors. However, independent manipulation of ECM and 

individual cell types to dissect the mechanisms regulating tumor angiogenesis is challenging 

in this explant model.

As such, several groups have undertaken a more bottom-up approach to model tumor 

angiogenesis, by selectively combining tumor cells, endothelial cells and/or mural-like cells 

within a known matrix, such as reconstituted basement membrane, collagen type 1 gels or 

synthetic engineered systems [122–126]. In one such study, Correa de Sampaio et al. 

developed a minitumor model, combining breast cancer cells, endothelial cells and 

fibroblasts as a collagen type 1 gel-embedded heterogeneous spheroid. In this model, breast 
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cancer cells also were able to stimulate endothelial sprout formation even in the absence of 

exogeneous angiogenic factors. Importantly, independent transduction of the three different 

cell types with shRNA against membrane-type 1 MMP revealed that cancer cell-derived 

MT1-MMP is not likely to be critical in the activation of tumor angiogenesis; rather, the 

study suggests a role for fibroblasts in mediating endothelial cell sprout formation.

Advancing this bottom-up approach one step further, the Werner group developed a highly 

defined, modular and tunable hydrogel platform that was used to identify biophysical, 

biochemical and cell-cell interactions that optimally support angiogenesis in vitro [127]. 

This 3D hydrogel system consists of starPEG-heparin, angiogenic growth factors, cell-

adhesive ligands and enzymatically-cleavable peptide linkers. The highly sulfated 

glycosaminoglycan heparin was incorporated to enable the sustained delivery of multiple 

pro-angiogenic growth factors such as basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF/FGF2), VEGF 

and SDF-1α. Modulation of hydrogel stiffness and growth factor combinations led to the 

identification of soft (200 Pa) hydrogels with three co-delivered growth factors (bFGF, 

VEGF and SDF-1α) as the optimum matrix condition that best supported capillary network 

formation. In a subsequent study, breast and prostate tumor-vasculature co-cultures were 

developed using this same 3D platform [128]. 3D tri-cultures (cancer, endothelial and 

mesenchymal stem cells) were more resistant to chemotherapeutics as compared to 2D 

cultures, and further exhibited in vivo-like tumor regression. This modular system is a first 

step toward the systematic study of tumor angiogenesis, but would benefit further from the 

use of primary tumor cells as well as tissue-specific endothelial and vessel-supporting cells.

Microfluidic platforms that enable the precise integration of various biophysical and 

biochemical factors that govern tumor-vasculature interactions have also been developed 

[129–131]. In one such study, Bai et al. co-cultured a highly invasive bladder carcinoma cell 

line as aggregates embedded in a collagen scaffold in close proximity to an endothelial cell-

lined channel mimicking a blood vessel to screen a panel of therapeutics (and combinations 

thereof) that can inhibit EMT [131]. Using the degree of tumor aggregate dispersion as a 

measure of drug efficacy, it was found that the presence of endothelial cells enhanced the 

drug resistance of the bladder carcinoma cells. Further analysis revealed that the increased 

invasiveness of these cells were a result of growth factors (HGF and FGF-2) secreted by the 

endothelial cells. This microfluidic co-culture platform may be useful for the evaluation of 

anti-metastatic therapeutics and understanding the mechanism behind the vasculature-driven 

invasive tumor phenotype.

In addition to the use of microfluidic platforms to study tumor migration and drug response, 

microfluidic platforms aimed at studying the interplay between endothelial barrier function 

and tumor intra- and extra-vasation have also been developed [132, 133]. In one example, 

Zervantonakis et al. engineered a microfluidic system consisting of two hydrogel-

interconnected channels that enabled the real-time monitoring of cancer cell intravasation 

into an endothelial monolayer [133]. In the presence of macrophages, the frequency of 

tumor intravasation through the endothelial barrier was enhanced. Additionally, the effect of 

macrophages on tumor intravasation was attributed to an increase in endothelial permeability 

caused by macrophage-secreted TNF-α. While these microfluidic platforms have greatly 

advanced our ability to study the dynamics of tumor-endothelial cell interactions, the 
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physiological relevance of these artificial vessel analogues generated by lining channels with 

an endothelial monolayer is limited. However, the generation of functional, perfusable 3D 

vascular networks has been demonstrated [134, 135]. The use of such in vivo-like vascular 

networks can enable us to better understand the processes of tumor angiogenesis, tumor cell 

motility across blood vessels as well as the impact of physiologically relevant fluid forces on 

tumor-endothelial interactions.

2.2.2.3. With Immune Cells: The immune system is inherently capable of recognizing and 

eradicating ‘non-self’ transformed cells until an equilibrium phase is reached. Understanding 

the mechanisms employed by cancer cells to escape this equilibrium is crucial to the 

development of rational therapeutics that promote the anti-tumor immune response [136]. 

Despite the importance of understanding the tumor-immune system interaction, most of the 

data available thus far have relied on traditional 2D co-culture models, and only a limited 

number of studies have carried out such investigations using more physiologically relevant 

3D models. The infiltration of immune cells into tumors can paradoxically result either in an 

anti-tumor response, or the active facilitation of tumorigenesis and blocking of a protective 

immune response [137]. In seeking to develop a 3D model of T cell infiltration in lung 

tumor, Alonso-Nocelo et al. co-cultured a human lung adenocarcinoma cell line together 

with lymphocytes in a cross-linked porous polystyrene scaffold and characterized the 

changes in the secretome profile as an output measure of the heterocellular crosstalk [138]. 

Analysis of the secretome indicated that the incorporation of infiltrated T lymphocytes 

increased the secretion of proteins that favored the malignant phenotype. Additionally, 

differences in active pathways also were found between 3D and 2D co-cultures; the presence 

of complement proteins in 3D, but not 2D, suggests that the 3D environment maintains a 

continuous pro-inflammatory state. Besides T cells, tumor-associated macrophages also can 

facilitate tumor development and progression by supporting tumor proliferation, survival, 

angiogenesis and invasive behavior [139]. For example, co-culture of breast cancer cell lines 

with promonocytes in 3D reconstituted basement membrane increased the monocytic 

expression of proteases MMP 1 and 9 as well as inflammatory factor cyclooxygenase 2, 

illustrating how the tumor cell can modulate the gene expression profile of immune cells in 

the tumor microenvironment [140].

While it is important to study the bidirectional interaction between tumor and immune cells, 

it is also critical to consider and understand the role of immune regulators in the tumor 

microenvironment. As an example, CAF recruitment and the initiation of fibrosis typically 

are events associated with the inflammatory response [139]. Being a major component of the 

tumor stroma, CAFs not only physically impede the penetration of antitumor T cell into the 

tumor but also modulates immune function via the secretion of numerous cytokines and 

chemokines [139, 141]. Taking one step further in complexity, Phan-Lai et al. developed a 

tri-culture system to investigate the effect of CAFs on T lymphocyte function in the presence 

of breast cancer cells [141]. Using 3D chitosan-alginate scaffolds for the tri-culture and 

using TNF-α as a measure of helper T cell activation, it was found that the presence of 

CAFs impaired the ability of the T cells to secrete TNF-α, highlighting the 

immunosuppressive role of CAFs in this system. Further investigations suggest that this 

immunosuppression is partly mediated by TGF-β and IL-10. In the broader context, the 
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studies described above illustrate the immense challenge of studying tumor-immune system 

interactions given that multiple players in the immune system and tumor stroma are involved 

in sculpting the eventual outcome on cancer cells. Nevertheless, continuous efforts in 

developing 3D tumor-immune system platforms are needed to support the promising recent 

advancements in immunotherapy [142].

2.2.3. With Perfusion—While bioreactors are commonly used in tissue engineering to 

perfuse and support the exchange of nutrients and wastes in large tissue constructs, 3D 

perfused tumor models aimed at recapitulating biomechanical cues in the tumor 

microenvironment are few in the literature. In a recent study, Santoro et al. cultured Ewing 

sarcoma cells on an electrospun polymeric scaffold within a flow perfusion bioreactor and 

showed that flow-derived shear stress significantly enhanced the production of insulin-like 

growth factor-1 (IGF-1) over static conditions [143]; the IGF1/IGF-1 receptor pathway is a 

current clinical target for this pediatric disease. It was further demonstrated that drug 

response to an IGF-1 receptor inhibitor, dalotuzumab, was dependent on flow rate, 

underscoring the importance of mechanical stimulation on the cancer cell phenotype and 

drug sensitivity.

As microfluidic systems enable greater control over fluid dynamics at the cellular level, 

most research groups have adopted the microfluidic approach to incorporate fluid flow in 3D 

tumor models. The Kamm group in particular, has developed microfluidic platforms that 

enable the study of interstitial flow and cancer cell migration [144, 145]. Encapsulating 

single breast cancer cells in collagen type 1 gels placed between two channels and applying 

a hydrostatic pressure gradient across the gel region, Polacheck et al. demonstrated that the 

directional bias of cell migration is interstitial flow rate and cell density dependent. 

Specifically, cells seeded at high concentration or subjected to CCR7 signaling (involved in 

autologous chemotaxis) blockade migrated against the flow. In seeking to understand the 

cellular mechanisms governing cell migration under interstitial flow, it was further 

demonstrated that to balance fluid stresses and maintain static equilibrium, a transcellular 

gradient in matrix adhesion tension is generated; this tension activates β1-integrin adhesion 

complexes and the corresponding localization and activation of focal adhesion proteins near 

the upstream membrane, where matrix adhesion tension is highest [145]. In another study 

building upon the findings by the Kamm group, Huang et al. found that interstitial flow 

favors amoeboid motility over mesenchymal motility and that the fastest moving cells were 

the amoeboid cells, consistent with in vivo findings. Together, these studies underscore the 

importance of biophysical forces in modulating cancer cell migration and further studies are 

warranted to increase our understanding of this understudied aspect in the tumor 

microenvironment.

3. Modeling Tumor Heterogeneity and Evolution in 3D

3.1. Tumors are Heterogeneous, Multi-Clonal Tissues

Every tumor is unique. In fact, it has been shown for breast cancer that no two tumor cells 

are the same [146]. Between tumors (intertumoral heterogeneity) and within tumors 

(intratumoral heterogeneity), genetic and phenotypic variations are pervasive [147]. Despite 
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the development of numerous non-targeted and targeted approaches in the past decades, 

inherent or acquired drug resistance remains as the main contributor to patient mortality 

[148]. Multiple biochemical processes such as induction of drug transporters and changes in 

survival/apoptotic pathways were thought to underlie drug resistance [148]. However, this 

knowledge has not resulted in significant improvements in patient outcomes [148]. Instead, 

it is currently believed that partial treatment responses, drug resistance and disease relapse 

observed in patients are manifestations of a more fundamental tumor characteristic – 

intratumoral heterogeneity [149]. In this section, the causes of intratumoral heterogeneity 

will be described. By understanding how cancer cells acquire genetic and phenotypic 

variations within individual tumors, we can then appreciate the extensive heterogeneity 

between individual tumors, as seen through large-scale sequencing analyses [150, 151].

Within tumors, different subclonal populations can intermingle or be spatially distinct, and 

the clonal architecture they form changes with time [147]. By performing multiregion 

genetic analysis from tumors derived from patients with renal carcinoma, Gerlinger et al. 

reported the presence of spatially separated heterogeneous somatic mutations and 

chromosomal imbalances [152]. In another similar study, Sottoriva et al. also reported 

heterogeneous copy number events between different regions of the same tumor for 

glioblastoma [153]. Furthermore, by single nucleus genome sequencing, it has been shown 

that no two tumor cells are the same [146]. While it is still unknown how spatially separated 

genetically distinct clones arise in tumors [152], it has been postulated to be a result of 

different microenvironmental niches within the tumor that uniquely shapes the clonal 

architecture in each niche [147]. These studies indicate that conventional single tumor-

biopsy unlikely represents the tumor as a whole and hence, presents major hurdles to 

personalized medicine [152]. Besides having spatial distinction, intratumoral heterogeneity 

varies over time. In order to understand the temporal development of subclonal variation in 

breast cancer, Nik-Zainal et al. reconstructed the genomic history of 21 breast cancers. By 

examining copy number events and point mutation spectrums over time, significant 

differences in early and late point mutation signatures were found. Specifically, C>T 

transitions contributed significantly to the early acquisition of mutations but the proportion 

of C>T mutations decreased over time.

3.2. Causes of Tumor Heterogeneity

Intratumoral heterogeneity has largely been explained by various mechanisms including 

genomic heterogeneity [154], cancer cell plasticity [155], and microenvironmental factors 

including tumor-stromal interactions, tumor-tumor interactions, and therapy-induced 

heterogeneity [4, 156]. Both the cancer stem cell model and clonal evolution model have 

been postulated to account for genomic heterogeneity [154, 157]. In the former, cancer stem 

cells are proposed to be small subpopulations of tumorigenic cells that drive the growth and 

progression of cancers; akin to the hierarchical organization in normal tissues, cancer stem 

cells then give rise to diverse nontumorigenic cells that constitute the bulk of tumors via 

epigenetic changes [154]. Supporting this model are studies of human leukemias such as 

acute myeloid leukemia (AML), where it was shown that patient-derived CD34+CD38− cells 

implanted in severe combined immune-deficient (SCID) mice could initiate leukemia [158, 

159]. The identification of a specific AML-initiating cell population suggests the presence of 
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a hierarchy in AML, supported by leukemic stem cells. Apart from AML, cancer stem-like 

cells have also been identified in other tumor types such as head and neck cancer, breast 

cancer, colon cancer and pancreatic cancer [160–163]. However, the rarity of such 

tumorigenic cancer stem-like cells, an inherent feature of the cancer stem cell model, has 

been questioned by studies in melanoma and leukemias [164, 165]. These studies suggest 

that the poor permissibility of the foreign murine environment to enable growth of human 

cancer cells is responsible for the rare frequency of tumorigenic cancer stem cells observed 

in studies of xenotransplantation [164]. Because a robust measure to define what constitutes 

a cancer stem-like cell is lacking, the extent to which the cancer stem cell model contributes 

to intratumoral heterogeneity is still unclear. To account for the possibility that 

tumorigenicity may not be restricted to rare cancer stem-like cells, the clonal evolution 

model has been proposed as another mechanism that leads to intratumoral heterogeneity. 

The clonal evolution model posits that genetic and epigenetic alterations occur over time in 

individual cancer cells and cells that acquire advantageous characteristics under selection 

pressure will then thrive and out-compete other clones [154, 166]. Quintana et al. reported 

that at least 25% of unselected melanoma cells from different patients were capable of 

forming tumors in vivo, suggesting that many cells in melanoma have similar tumorigenic 

capacity [165]. That heterogeneity arises from clonal evolution would imply that most or all 

cells in a tumor would have to be targeted, as opposed to the selective targeting of rare 

tumorigenic stem-like cells [154]. To complicate matters, the notion that non-tumorigenic 

cells unidirectionally arise specifically from tumorigenic stem cells in a hierarchical cell-

lineage structure has been challenged by studies that propose instead, that cancer cells can 

bidirectionally interconvert between tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic states [155, 167]. As 

an example, Mani et al. showed that cells that have undergone EMT, a process that enables 

tumor metastasis, acquired stem-cell traits [168]. While to be proven, the reversible 

plasticity of cancer cells may serve as a bridge to unify the cancer stem cell model with the 

clonal evolution model which would account for genetic heterogeneity in cancers [148].

As previously described, tumors do not comprise solely of genetically aberrant cells but co-

exist within a dynamic microenvironment that also accommodates other cell types such as 

fibroblasts, immune and vascular cells. In accordance with the clonal evolution model, 

intratumoral heterogeneity arises from the presence of distinct microenvironments within a 

tumor that exert unique selection pressures [4]. The outgrowth of unique clonal populations 

able to survive and expand in the different niches results in intratumoral heterogeneity. 

Regional differences in selective pressures occur because the tumor stroma is not static and 

co-evolves with the cancer cells. As an example of stromal co-evolution with cancer cells, 

CAFs have been shown to harbor increased tumor-promoting potential as compared to 

normal fibroblasts, providing cues that support cancer cell proliferation, survival, 

invasiveness and tumor-initiation [169]. Furthermore, the observation that these cells do not 

originate from a single progenitor but trans-differentiate form multiple types of fibroblastic 

cells including resident fibroblasts, endothelial cells, preadipocytes, stellate cells, pericytes 

and bone-marrow derived cells may generate even greater heterogeneity in the tumor-CAF 

interaction [169]. Besides CAFs, the poorly structured tumor-associated vasculature also 

contributes to intratumoral heterogeneity. The dysfunctional vasculature results in regional 

variations in hypoxia, interstitial pressure, nutrient and waste exchange and, drug transport, 
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creating distinct microenvironments (and hence, selection pressures) within the tumor [4]. 

Moreover, the tumor vasculature may also influence tumor-immune interactions, given that 

endothelial cells has a regulatory role in T cell migration into tumors [170]. Lastly, the 

recruitment and spatial localization of immune cells, which can include multiple cell types 

with different functions, varies within tumors and has been shown to associate with clinical 

outcome [4, 171].

Intratumoral heterogeneity contributes to therapeutic resistance through the presence of pre-

existing drug-resistant sub-clones prior to treatment [172]. Using longitudinal sampling, 

several studies have investigated the changes in clonal populations that occur during cancer 

therapy, an external selection pressure that shapes the clonal architecture [172]. By 

performing genome-wide copy number analyses on matched diagnosis and relapse samples 

from patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia, Mullinghan et al. showed that the relapse 

clonal population often was present as minor subpopulations during diagnosis prior to the 

initiation of therapy, suggesting that cancer treatment selects for genomic abnormalities that 

contribute to the disease [173]. Drug treatment also can generate drug resistant cells and 

change the course of genome evolution. Low-grade gliomas are often treated with mutagenic 

alkylating agent temozolomide as adjuvant therapy after surgical resection. Johnson et al. 

compared the genomic landscape of the initial low-grade glioma to their post-treatment 

recurrence and found that these tumors reflected characteristics of temozolomide-induced 

mutagenesis and followed an alternative evolutionary path towards high-grade glioma [174].

4. Recent Advances in Preclinical Tumor Modeling to Address Tumor 

Heterogeneity

4.1. Patient-Derived Xenograft Tumor Models

The dynamism of intratumoral heterogeneity as influenced by various factors described in 

the previous section underscores cancer as a highly complex, patient-specific disease. 

However, for decades, cancer biologists have relied on homogeneous cancer cell lines grown 

as monolayers in vitro and cell line-derived xenografts to represent patient tumors [175]. 

Selective pressure exerted by the artificial in vitro environment favors the most 

undifferentiated cells to proliferate and leads to the loss of important biological 

characteristics such as tumor heterogeneity [11]. Moreover, cell lines do not contain the 

supporting tumor stroma [176]. Indeed, data suggests that cell lines have adapted to in vitro 
growth and consequently acquired irreversible gene expression changes [177]. In recognition 

that the high failure rate of new therapeutic agents in oncological drug development is likely 

attributed to the use of these cancer cell line-based models with poor clinical predictive 

power [175, 178], the NCI-60 panel of human cancer cell lines from the US NCI drug 

screening program was recently retired in favor of PDX models [13].

There are several excellent reviews on PDX models and their role in translational cancer 

research [14, 175, 178]. Though not new – the first ones were generated in the 1980s [179] – 

PDX models have gained increasing traction as an alternative tumor model that can 

overcome the limitations of cell-line based models. PDX models are generated by grafting 

primary tumor fragments directly from the patient into an immunocompromised mouse [11]. 
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Following engraftment, the PDX models are then maintained by passing the expanded 

tumors from mouse to mouse. Studies have demonstrated that PDX models retain key 

characteristics of the parental tumors, including histology, gene expression profiles and copy 

number variants [175, 177, 180–183]. As such, PDX models have found broad utility in 

cancer research, including identification of predictive biomarkers for treatment response, 

mechanism of resistance, and cancer stem cells (as summarized by Sia et al. [11]). As an 

example, Gao et al. recently demonstrated the feasibility of using PDX models as an in vivo 
screen to model inter-patient response heterogeneity and predict potential clinical trial 

response at the population level, identifying responsive subpopulations and mechanisms of 

resistance [184]. In another example of use in personalized medicine, PDX models have also 

been proposed to have utility as ‘mouse avatars’, where each patient is allowed to have their 

own tumor grown as a PDX to enable the identification of a personalized therapeutic 

regimen [185].

While PDX models are improved platforms for cancer research, there are still several 

limitations to this model that need to be addressed for it to be truly useful. First, not every 

tumor type engrafts, and engraftment time in mice (varying from 2 to 12 months) may be 

longer than the survival time that patients have [14, 175]. This precludes certain patient 

populations from the personalized drug screening approach as described above. Moreover, 

studies have suggested that the process of tumor engraftment and propagation in mice exerts 

selective pressures that result in the biased selection for more aggressive phenotypes [14, 

180]. Another critical limitation of PDX models is the replacement of human tumor stroma 

by murine stroma through expansion in mice [14]. It is unclear whether murine stroma 

supports tumor growth and progression in the same way that human stroma does [186]. 

Additionally, the need for severely immunodeficient host animals precludes the use of PDX 

models for the evaluation of therapeutics targeting tumor-immune interactions [186]. Lastly, 

the number of drugs and combinations that can be tested, or the throughput, is currently still 

limited by the high costs and intense labor associated with the PDX model [187].

4.2. Patient-Derived Organoid Cultures

Given the limitations of cell lines and PDX models, in the past few years there has been an 

exponential interest in PDO models for cancer research. The conditions developed to grow 

patient-derived tumors as organoids were derived from conditions that were initially 

developed to grow benign tissues as organoids. The landmark study in 2009 by the Clevers 

group established the minimal requirements for sustainable growth of murine crypt-villus 

structures without mesenchyme [188]. This includes Wnt agonist R-spondin 1 to enhance 

Wnt signaling, epidermal growth factor (EGF) to stimulate proliferation, Noggin to inhibit 

bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signaling and laminin-rich Matrigel® as an ECM matrix 

to support intestinal epithelial growth. Since then, subsequent studies have demonstrated the 

feasibility of using these basal organoid growth conditions with tissue-specific adaptations to 

generate organoids from other epithelial organs such as colon, stomach, liver, prostate and 

pancreas [15, 189–192]. Based on these conditions that enable the indefinite propagation of 

multiple benign epithelial lineages, recent studies have demonstrated the applicability of 

similar growth conditions for the development of organoid cultures derived from prostate, 

colorectal and pancreatic cancers [15–17]. As an example, the Clevers group recently 
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reported the development of a ‘living biobank’ consisting of tumor organoid cultures from 

colorectal carcinoma (CRC) patients that captures the major molecular subtypes in CRC 

[17]. Using this platform, the authors demonstrated the feasibility of using PDO for high 

throughput screening of gene-drug associations. As an example, the screen was able to 

identify a previously reported association between mutated TP53 and resistance to nutlin-3a, 

an inhibitor of MDM2. Furthermore, it was also shown that the organoid approach is also 

applicable in the metastatic setting, where only a limited amount of tissue can be obtained 

via biopsies [193]. In another similar study, Gao et al. demonstrated the feasibility of 

growing patient-derived prostate cancer cells which are notoriously difficult to propagate in 
vitro [16]. Using the organoid system, the authors reported the establishment of patient-

derived prostate cancer organoid lines that recapitulate the genomic landscape of the disease, 

including TMPRSS2-ERG fusion, SPOP mutation, SPINK1 overexpression and CHD1 loss. 

As opposed to the top-down approach, Matano et al. recently demonstrated the feasibility of 

the bottom-up approach in recreating colon cancer by introducing colorectal cancer driver 

mutations into primary human colon organoids cultures using clustered regularly interspaced 

short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-Cas9 genome editing [194]. While organoids 

engineered to harbor key driver mutations exhibited limited tumorigenicity in vivo, 

organoids that were derived from human adenomas with a chromosomal instability 

phenotype were able to form macrometastatic colonies, suggesting that additional genetic 

events besides driver mutations are necessary to unleash invasive behavior.

While the potential of the PDO model in enabling high throughput drug screening as well as 

mechanistic studies into tumor biology has been shown, there are several limitations to this 

model that have to be addressed for it to be truly useful. The use of a poorly-defined matrix 

(Matrigel®) may present the problem of batch-to-batch variation and hence, generate 

inconsistency between experiments. It remains to be explored whether engineered matrices 

that mimic the properties of Matrigel® can be used as substitutes to overcome this problem. 

More significantly, organoid cultures are largely epithelial and lack tumor stroma such as 

immune or vascular cells. In the absence of any native stromal components, it is unlikely this 

model can be leveraged for any meaningful studies on tumor-microenvironment interactions 

or clonal evolution. Lastly, it remains to be demonstrated whether the high culture success 

rates obtained with colorectal, pancreatic and prostate cancers will hold the same for other 

epithelial cancers.

5. New Opportunities and Challenges in 3D Tumor Modeling

These recent advances in tumor modeling – the replacement of cancer cell lines with PDX 

models and the rise of PDO models – mandates a paradigm shift in tumor modeling. The 

ability to engineer the tumor microenvironment in 3D enables us to address some of the 

limitations associated with PDX models and PDO models. For example, a common 

drawback of these models is the lack of human stroma. With the 3D technologies as 

described above, it now is possible to overcome this limitation by growing these primary 

cells in defined co-culture with human stromal cells, such as immune cells. Additionally, 

with 3D systems, we are better able to manipulate the tumor microenvironment in vitro to 

investigate how various microenvironmental cues promote the selection of specific cancer 

clonal populations. It will be highly informative to understand how changes in the 
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microenvironment translate into changes in the tumor clonal architecture. However, we note 

that there are inherent limitations with current 3D models, a major shortcoming being that 

3D models typically only model a single snapshot or at most a few stages in the complex 

process of tumorigenesis and tumor progression. Moreover, it is yet possible to incorporate 

the entire tumor ecosystem in 3D models. In vivo models, such as genetically induced 

mouse models of cancer, as well as companion animals with spontaneous neoplasms, will 

still be needed to complement 3D in vitro models to understand the natural history of cancer 

[195]. For example, in mouse models engineered with genetic aberrations, tumors arise de 
novo in the presence of a normal immune system and coevolve with an intact stroma; such a 

system enables the study of causative changes in tumor development and growth [196].

As PDX and PDO models become more commonplace, multidisciplinary networks of 

researchers comprising clinicians, pathologists, tumor biologists, tumor engineers, 

biostatisticians and bioinformaticians must be established to maximize the use of patient 

tumor samples and data. Multiple tumor sampling will be necessary to avoid sampling bias 

and to address intratumor heterogeneity. Longitudinal tumor sampling will be required to 

monitor clonal evolution over time. Pathologists will play a critical role in annotating tumor 

samples, whether resected or biopsied, for normal versus malignant regions, tumor versus 

stromal content, and viable versus necrotic regions. These details, together with ‘omics’-

based data processed by bioinformaticians, are especially critical for the proper analysis of 

datasets from tumor samples for both in vivo and in vitro modeling. Several questions then 

arise once the tumor tissue is available to the tumor biologist and tumor engineer:

1. Tumor versus Stroma – Is there a need to isolate the cancer cells from the 

surrounding stromal tissue? Such an approach may be necessary to study specific 

tumor-stromal interactions in a bottom-up approach. To understand the prostate 

cancer-osteoblast crosstalk, we encapsulated prostate cancer PDX cells enriched 

for cancer cells together with osteoblastic cells in an engineered hyaluronan-

based matrix and demonstrated the feasibility of using 3D PDX models to dissect 

and define complex in vivo interactions in vitro (Figure 2) [87]. If stromal cells 

were warranted for studies of tumor-stromal interactions, how relevant is animal-

derived stroma for tumor-microenvironment studies? Species specificity of 

ligand-receptor interactions may affect the relevance of human tumor-animal 

stroma interactions [197]. Moreover, inherent differences exist between mouse 

and human immunology [198]. Given this potential incompatibility, should 

immortalized human stromal cell lines be used? As an example, HUVEC 

endothelial cells are commonly used as a vascular cell source in vitro – to what 

extent do these large vessel HUVEC cells truly represent tumor-associated 

endothelial cells? The ideal case would be to use patient-specific stromal cells 

but obtaining these cells may be a challenge. Methods also need to be developed 

to expand patient-specific stromal cells with retention of the original tumor-

reprogrammed phenotype. On a similar note, the matrix requirements for 

enabling stromal cell growth and culture likely differ from that of cancer cells. 

While cancer cells can depend on cell-cell interactions for survival, stromal cells 

typically require integrin-based attachments to the surrounding matrix for 

survival. Beyond the current tri-culture limit, what are the 3D matrix 
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requirements necessary to support multiple cell types? With several cell types, 

how can tumor-specific and stromal-specific measurements be made?

2. Tumor Heterogeneity – How can tumor heterogeneity be monitored and 

characterized in vitro? Perhaps it is time to shift away from global/bulk 

population averaging measurements and analyses made in typical in vitro assays 

towards more specific methodologies (such as the use of single-cell omics 

technologies [199], mass cytometry [200, 201] and high content imaging [202]) 

that enable analyses of heterogeneous cell populations. For example, drug 

efficacy in vitro is typically an averaged response evaluated using standard 

assays such as those based on tetrazolium or resazurin reduction, or by 

measuring the amount of cellular ATP. However, with heterogeneous PDX and 

patient-derived samples, it might be more useful to identify specifically the 

clonal populations that are responsive or resistant to drug treatment. More 

comprehensive methods of assessing heterogeneity in drug response in vitro will 

be needed. Lastly, given the prevalence of intratumor heterogeneity, can we 

construct stable tumor hybrids to study the codependency of different clonal 

populations on drug resistance and tumor progression?

3. Tissue Expansion – What is the best approach to expand often limited tumor 

samples for subsequent studies such as drug testing? At present, available 

strategies include the use of PDX models and organoid cultures [16, 203] but 

these may not be optimal methods. A greater understanding of the underlying 

selection pressures during tumor adaptation (to the new environment) and 

propagation, if any, is needed. Are we selecting for specific clonal populations 

with these expansion strategies? In the presence of animal stroma (as in the case 

of PDX models) or absence of stroma (as in the case of organoid cultures) during 

tumor propagation, changes to the tumor phenotype may occur. For example, 

Pearson et al. recently showed that PDX tumors of primary human head and neck 

squamous cell carcinoma and salivary gland adenoid cystic carcinoma increase in 

growth rate with in vivo passaging [204]. Significant correlations between 

passage number and histopathological features of higher tumor grade were also 

observed. Analogous to 2D passaging of cells, is it possible to design and 

engineer 3D platforms to propagate primary PDX and patient-derived cells in the 

presence of human stroma?

To conclude, the present is a tremendously exciting era in cancer research. We have begun to 

recognize that tumors are multifaceted and address head-on the need to reflect their 

heterogeneity and dynamism in our preclinical models to understand how they evolve and 

evade the immune system and therapeutics. With NCI’s recent moonshot for better 

preclinical tumor models [13], cancer cell lines that have served us for decades are now 

being replaced by new cell sources that enable us to study cancer as close as possible to its 

original form. However, many challenges lie ahead, some of which are illustrated by the 

questions above. While various approaches have been developed thus far to mimic the 

complexity of cancer in 3D as described in this review, steps now are being made to capture 

simultaneously both tumor complexity and heterogeneity in vitro (Figure 1 and 2), an 

endeavor which will bring the field much closer in being able to accurately model cancer. It 
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must be borne in mind though, that no preclinical model will be perfect and models are truly 

clinically relevant only if they are used properly. Figure 3 illustrates the spectrum of 

preclinical models with their associated advantages and limitations. As we make further 

headway in developing better preclinical models, efforts must also be made to ensure 

different subsets of patients are matched with and represented by similarly stratified tumor 

models. Emphasis needs to be placed on model-based biomarker development that ensures 

the right patients are identified to receive and likely benefit from the treatment. Lastly, 

significant advances are also being made in cancer ‘omics’; the recent collection and public 

availability of multi-‘omics’ databases (with accompanying clinical data) such as The 

Cancer Genome Atlas and more recently, the Cancer RNA-Seq Nexus [205], have and will 

enable cancer discoveries such as that of new oncogenic drivers and biomarkers. These 

headways in understanding the complex molecular landscape in patients, coupled with 

advances in tumor modeling and biomarker development, will pave the way for increased 

success in understanding, treating and preventing cancer.
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Figure 1. 
The next chapter in 3D modeling requires the incorporation of both tumor microenvironment 

complexity and tumor heterogeneity. Such an approach is likely to enable us to better 

recapitulate cancer in vitro for both therapeutic drug development and mechanistic studies of 

cancer biology.
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Figure 2. 
Combining complexity and heterogeneity in a 3D PDX model of bone metastatic prostate 

cancer (PCa) [87]. (A) Schematic of experimental procedure. Bone metastatic PCa PDX 

cells were co-cultured with pre-osteoblasts in a 3D hyaluronan-based hydrogel matrix 

engineered with adhesive and protease-sensitive motifs to support cell remodeling and 

migration. (B) Hematoxylin-eosin-stained section of intrafemorally-grown PCa PDX cells. 

Shown in the image are PCa cells (T) nested within the bone matrix (M). Note that 

osteoblasts line the periphery of the tumor nest. Scale bar = 100 μm. (C) 3D reconstructed 

image of a confocal Z-stack taken of the co-cultured cells within the engineered matrix. 

Osteoblasts (green) were observed to ‘wrap’ around the PCa PDX cells (magenta), 

mimicking their interaction in vivo. Scale bar = 50 μm.
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Figure 3. 
Spectrum of preclinical tumor models. Table highlights the advantages and limitations 

associated with each model category.
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